poison in the country.
The President referred Haddara's letter to the publisher of the journal, the Egyptian General Establishment of Books whose director in turn referred it to the also newly appointed Editor of Ibdäc, the distinguished poet Ahmad 'Abd al-Mu't-l Hijazi. Reproducing Haddara's letter, Hijazi devoted his editorial2 to answering its allegations and to discussing its implications for the process of cultural production in the Arab World in general, and Egypt in particular.
Much Haddara's call for authority to intervene and protect Egypt from the Marxists "Usf5r, Hijazi and Shukri and their attempts to incite Arab writers against the various taboos which constrain artistic creation, brought the issue of authority and its role in suppressing creativity in Arab society to the fore. It was natural, therefore, that most of the contributors concentrated on authority as the biggest obstacle in the path of creativity in the Arab World. This in fact was duly noted by Jabir himself in his editorial1° which introduced the 45 statements of Arab writers which appeared in the third and final part of the special issue of the journal.
This was reprinted to meet the great demand for it all over the Arab World.
The presence of political suppression in the consciousness of Arab writers turns it into a kind of internal censor that controls the writer from within and makes him reproduce this suppression and disseminate it around him. In fact the Arab writers' emphasis on this external constraint on their freedom is shared also by most Arab critics who concentrate almost exclusively on it in their discussion of the issue. Examining representative samples of Arab critics' statements on the question of freedom in literature one is easily struck by their extrinsic perspective, 11 in spite of the different generations, different social backgrounds and different intellectual and political orientations. 12
